This article addresses the way in which we can generate an ''acoustically bright zone'' in a space. The bright zone is defined as the volume where we can have higher acoustic energy than in other space. A method is proposed to generate the bright zone by controlling multiple monopole sources. Two kinds of cost functions involved with acoustic brightness are defined. One is the ratio of the brightness of a zone to the input power, and the other expresses the ''contrast'' between the bright zone and the other space. Through eigenvalue analysis, the optimal volume velocity distribution of the monopoles has been obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic potential energy determines the magnitude of a sound perception. Many researchers have tried to make a ''zone of quiet, 1 '' where the acoustic potential energy is low, using multiple control sources and sensors. We call this active noise control. In contrast to the active noise control situation, we sometimes want to increase the acoustic energy in a desired space. For example, we may want to transmit specific information to a region of interest or would like to make a region where we have better sound or musical quality. In contrast to the quiet zone, we can define the zone of high acoustic potential energy as an ''acoustically bright zone,'' This article deals with a method to generate an acoustically bright zone using multiple control sources.
Among the problems related to the generation of an acoustically bright zone in general, for example, control sources locations and directivity, this study focuses on two specific cases. One is the constraint that has to do with the input power, and the other one is associated with the definition of a bright zone.
One constraint associated with the problem has to do with the fact that the input power is limited. Therefore, maximizing the acoustic potential energy in a desired or target zone has to be achieved under the given or allowable input power. Concerning the definition of the bright zone, there could be many possible ways. However, if we want to have the bright zone compared with the neighboring region, then our problem is to make the best possible contrast-the potential energy difference-under the given input power without changing the location and number of control sources.
To solve these two problems, we define two kinds of zone ͑Fig. 1͒. One is the total zone of interest V t , which means that the potential energy outside V t is out of our interest. The other zone is an acoustically bright zone V b , where the receivers wish to get high acoustic potential energy. We also assume that V t always includes the bright zone V b . Leftover in V t is the acoustically dark ͑quiet͒ zone that is related with the second problem.
In practice, we can use many different kinds of sources as the control sources. However, for simplicity, we assume that only monopole sources are available. The number of sources is assumed to be finite and the locations of the sources are arbitrary in space. Therefore, the problem we have now is to find the best possible way to make the bright zone, which has finite volume, by using a finite number of sources and finite effort. Figure 2 shows a system with arbitrary boundary condition. The p (x ជ ) represents the complex magnitude of pressure generated by the control sources that radiate sound of frequency . The total number of control sources is K.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Each control source is located at the position, x ជ c (i) (i ϭ1,...,K) and has a volume velocity q c (x c (i) ). Then the pressure p (x ជ ) can be written in terms of Green's function
Let us define a matrix, which represents Green's function between measurement positions x ជ m ( j) ( jϭ1,...,M ) and control source positions x ជ c (i) (iϭ1,...,K) as
The vector expression, (x ᠬ m ,x ᠬ c ) is used to express that the matrix represents the relation between the multiple measure-
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We have now expressed the cause and effect relation between sources and sound pressure at the position of interest, in terms of selected acoustic and geometrical variables ͑Fig. 2͒. The next problem has to do with how we express or define ''acoustical brightness.'' The first choice to express the overall acoustical brightness of a zone will be spaceaveraged potential energy density, as a first approximation. The acoustic potential energy density is proportional to the square of pressure complex magnitude, and that can be written as
In terms of matrices defined in Eq. ͑3͒, this can be rewritten as, using a Hermitian operator H ,
where
Each element of R b represents the spatial correlation of the pressure field in the bright zone produced by each control source. Similarly, the average potential energy density of V t is given by
Now, we are able to express the acoustic potential energy density in terms of selected variables. Next we must define the brightness and the contrast of the zone in which we have interest.
III. SOLUTION METHOD

A. Brightness problem
The first problem which we will address now is to make maximum brightness in a zone using given input power.
The input power ͑J 0 ͒ can be written as
This also expresses the ''control effort'' consumed to generate the acoustically bright zone. Then the problem can be defined as
The above equations ͓Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͔͒ can be written in rather compact form by introducing the Lagrangian multiplier 2 ␣:
Taking derivatives with respect to q c and ␣, we can get the stationary point of J:
It is well known that this constrained optimization problem shares the same solution with the maximization problem of the following ratio, 3 that is,
The ratio ␣ represents the quantity of acoustic potential energy density generated in the bright zone by unit input power. Let us denote this ratio as the first cost function. This function has a maximum when the volume velocity vector q c equals the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of R b . It is noteworthy that if we measure the Green's function between the source positions and the bright zone V b , then the correlation matrix R b is readily available. Therefore we can find the optimal volume velocity vector q ␣ with the maximum value ␣ max , using Eq. ͑12͒.
As an extreme case, we may consider a case of which V b is given by a point located at x ជ b ͑point focusing͒. The correlation matrix R b corresponding to a bright ''point'' will be
and the optimal solution can be readily found by 
Since the optimal vector also obeys the acoustical reci-
T ͔, the resultant potential energy field can be rewritten as
This gives the same potential energy field that can be obtained by using ''matched field processing, 4 '' or ''time reversal mirror. 5, 6 '' Both of these methods utilize the fact that the reemission of the received signal from a point source
H ͔ generates a focused sound field at the source location. The first problem that we have addressed leads to the classical focusing method when the bright zone is ''a point. '' It is noteworthy that the maximum eigenvalue ␣ max essentially means that the more controllable sources are used, the more acoustical potential energy we can generate at the point x ជ b with the same input power ͓except when G(x ជ b ͉x ជ c (i) )ϭ0 for the ith source͔.
B. Contrast problem
The second problem we have to solve is to maximize the contrast between the bright zone and the other zone.
The corresponding cost function can be defined as
This function essentially determines the ratio of the acoustic potential energy density in the bright zone to the zone of interest. As long as the pressure fields produced by each control source are linearly independent within the total zone of interest, the Hermitian matrix
dV has a full rank of K and is invertible. The volume velocity vector that maximizes ␤ is given by the following form:
That is, it is equal to an eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of R t Ϫ1 R b . Thus, if the pressure fields produced by each control source can be measured within V t , it is possible to construct the correlation matrix R t and R b . Then the optimal volume velocity distribution can be calculated.
The acoustic potential energy of the zone of interest is equal to the sum of potential energy of the bright zone and the dark zone. Introducing ␤Ј as a ratio of brightness of the dark zone to the brightness of the zone of interest,
the following relation can be obtained:
Note that the weighted sum of ␤ and ␤Ј is always constant. Therefore, if ␤ is maximized, then the acoustical brightness ratio of the dark zone to the zone of interest is minimized. That is, the maximum contrast between the bright zone and the dark zone can be achieved. Also note that the solution of the contrast problem is independent of control effort. That is, the difference of sound pressure level between V b and V t ͑or V b and V q ͒ is only determined by the ''direction'' of the volume velocity vector. By examining the value ␣ and ␣Јϭq c H R/q c H q c , one can determine whether the contrast maximization is accomplished by making the bright zone brighter, or by making the total zone darker.
The drawback of this optimization is that brightness of the bright zone cannot be guaranteed. For example, consider a case where the control sources produce similar pressure field in V t . Then the minimum eigenvalue of R t is nearly zero and, if the control sources are excited so that the volume velocity vector belongs to the null space of R t , the cost function ␤ grows to infinity. As a result, the maximization process tends to minimize the brightness of V t rather than to maximize the brightness of V b . Thus is can take much more input power to increase the brightness of the bright zone than the first kind optimization ͑even though the contrast is maximum͒. Because the input power is always limited in a practical situation, the pressure field generated by each source musts be linearly independent in the zone of interest to acquire an adequate brightness in the bright zone.
C. Simulation results and interpretation
Although this method guarantees the optimized solution, the resultant brightness or contrast of a system fully depends on the Green's function of the selected system. To verify the proposed method, a 2-D simulation was performed in free field for its simplicity. Figure 3 is a schematic diagram show- ing the simulation condition. Control sources ͑monopoles͒ are arranged on the same plane with shape of X. Since the simulation was performed in free field, free space Green's function 
͑20͒
was used and all monopoles were excited by a frequency of 3.4 kHz. Total zone of interest is a plane having an area of V t and located in the distance of D from the 2-D array. The aperture size of array is L a and the aperture size of zone of interest is L t . Specific values of the simulation parameters are summarized in Table I . We began with examining a point focusing case. The acoustically bright point is desired at the center of V t . Figure  4 shows the resultant potential energy field and Table II shows values of the cost functions. Figure 4͑a͒ is the result of the first kind of optimization and Fig. 4͑b͒ is of the second kind of optimization. To nondimensionalize, the first kind cost function ␣ is divided by e 0 ϭ( 0 /4D) 2 . This constant is the potential energy density that one monopole source of a unit input power generates in the distance of D.
When the volume velocity distribution was optimized by the first kind of cost function, the value of normalized cost function (␣ n ) is over 13 dB. This means that the potential energy density of the bright point is 13 dB higher than that generated by one monopole source with the same input power. The second kind of cost function has a value over 10 dB. This means that the acoustic potential energy density of the bright point is 10 dB higher than that of the interested zone. Similarly, after the second kind of optimization, ␤ is over 11 dB, but the ␣ n decreases to 7 dB. This tells us that more input power is required for the second kind of optimization to obtain the same brightness as first kind optimization.
As the bright zone is enlarged ͑cases II and III in Fig. 4͒ , the first kind cost function decreases. Actually, from Eq. ͑14͒, the result of point focusing depends on the magnitude of the Green's function at that point. But in this simulation, the magnitude of the Green's function is almost constant for all points within V t ͑Fig. 5͒. Therefore, the resultant potential energy density of point focusing does not vary with the location of bright point. But for the case of zone, the pressure fields generated by each source are averaged out over the zone. Therefore, the point focusing is easier than the generation of bright zone in this situation.
The second kind of cost function also decreases as the size of bright zone increases. This tendency can be explained by the fact that ␤ max cannot be greater than V t /V b from Eq. ͑19͒ ͑when ␤Јϭ0).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a method to make an acoustically bright zone. This was accomplished by controlling the multiple monopole sources that radiate single frequency sound. For different applicative purpose, two kinds of solutions were obtained. The first was for maximizing the brightness of a desired zone, and the second was for maximizing the contrast between two different zones. The optimal volume velocity of each monopole source was determined through an eigen value analysis. As an extreme case, it was shown that the optimal brightness solution converges to the existing fo- cusing method when the bright zone reduces to a point. In addition, 2D simulations were performed and the resultant potential energy fields show remarkable improvement in brightness and contrast.
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